Multiplex analysis of tumor multidrug-resistance genes expression with photonic suspension array.
An easy-operated suspension array based on silica colloidal crystal beads is developed for multiplex analysis of tumor multidrug-resistance genes expression, such as multidrug resistance 1 (MDR1) and multidrug resistance-associated protein 1 (MRP1), and potentially single nucleotide polymorphism. In order to obtain high fluorescence intensity, controlled PCR was used to amplify targets at the samples pretreatment stage. By optimizing the conditions a hybridization procedure, which is similar to nucleic acids analysis with binary probes, was established. Small amounts of analytes 10(-19) M could be detected by the method. The K562 cell, human myeloma cell, and its multidrug-resistance string, adriamycin-selected P-glycoprotein-overexpressed K562/A02, were analyzed by using an established procedure to validate feasibility. Clinical blood samples were detected by our method and real-time PCR simultaneously to validate accuracy. Moreover, when combined with multiplex controlled PCR, the method successfully meets the requirements of multiplex analysis. Hence, the method presented is a good method for multiplex analysis of tumor multidrug-resistance genes expression.